Classical homogeneous nucleation theory is extended to nonisothermal conditions through simultaneous cluster mass and energy balances. The transient nucleation of water vapor following a sudden increase in saturation ratio is studied by numerically solving the coupled mass and energy balance equations. The ultimate steady state nucleation rate, considering nonisothermal effects, is found to be lower than the corresponding isothermal rate, with the discrepancy increasing as the pressure of the background gas decreases. After the decay of the initial temperature transients, subcritical clusters in the vicinity of the critical cluster are found to have temperatures elevated with respect to that of the background gas.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classical homogeneous nucleation theory provides a simple physical model that describes the formation of a new phase from a supersaturated phase in the absence of foreign seed particles. In this model the new phase appears by the growth of clusters by monomer addition and, in the case of the gas to liquid phase transition, each cluster is assumed to behave as if it were an incompressible liquid drop with the physical properties of the bulk material. In addition all of the clusters and the monomer are assumed to be at the same temperature. Using these assumptions it is possible to solve for the steady state, isothermal rate of formation of stable particles of the new phase as a function of the bulk physical properties of the material, the temperature, and the degree of supersaturation of the system."2 By assuming isothermal conditions classical nucleation theory ignores any of the processes that could contribute to temperature differences between the old and the new phases, in particular any energy released or required by the phase transition. This, in turn, implies that the effect of nonisothermal conditions on the mass balances used to determine the rate of formation of the new phase is also ignored. The theory effectively separates the nucleation process from any potential effects that could influence the transfer of energy to and from the clusters, such as the amount and chemical nature of any background gas present.
That all of the clusters of a given size in a nucleating system will have the same temperature or energy is clearly an approximation. If the liquid drop model is adopted, the energy of the cluster is a well defined quantity equal to the product of the number of monomers in the cluster and the bulk energy per molecule of the new phase at the temperature of the cluster. In the gas to liquid phase transition, for example, the latent heat that accompanies a condensing monomer brings more energy to the growing cluster than would be contributed by the addition of another liquidlike monomer. Thus clusters that have just been formed by the addition of a monomer will have on average more energy and be on average warmer than those which have just been formed by evaporation, with clusters at a whole range of temperatures in between depending on the number of collisions that have occurred with background gas molecules since a particular cluster last gained or lost a monomer. The warmer clusters will exhibit a higher evaporation rate than the cooler clusters and hence the average evaporation rate of clusters of a given size will depend on the relative populations of hot and cold clusters and their respective evaporation rates. The processes that lead to distributions in temperature within a given cluster size class exist whether the system on the whole is in a transient state or at steady state. However, at steady state a change in the relative rates of evaporation and condensation due to nonisothermal effects, over those predicted by the classical theory, will naturally alter the overall rate of formation of the new phase.
While there is the potential for a distribution of temperatures within a given cluster size, the average temperature of each cluster size will also be determined by a balance between the relative rates at which clusters are formed by condensation and evaporation vs the rate at which energy can be removed by collisions with nonaccommodated monomers or inert background gas molecules. Again, this is true whether the total number of clusters of a given size is changing or not. Thus the clusters containing g monomers will be characterized by a-temperature distribution function, pg( 2-r)) whose mean is Tff If the rate of energy transfer by collisions is very high because of a sufficient amount of background gas or a low mass accommodation of the nucleating species, it is reasonable to assume that Tg (dropping the overbar notation) will be very close to Tab, the temperature of the ambient background gas. However, the width of the distribution pJ Tg) will still be nonzero simply because there are distributions of energy in the colliding and condensing molecules themselves.
Both experimental and theoretical evidence exists demonstrating that the incorporation of a vapor monomer into a cluster has the potential to raise the temperature of the cluster significantly. During the nucleation and growth of iron clusters from the vapor phase in high temperature shock tube experiments, Kung and Bauer3 used the ratio of emission intensities at two different wavelengths to esti-the black body temperature of the clusters was signi&antly higher than that of the background gas. This positive temperature difference persisted as long as condensation dominated. In simulations of the addition of a monomer to water pentamer clusters, Plummer and Chen4 found that ate an initial temperature of 93 K the water monomer was incorporated and resulted in a hexamer with a final temperature of 174 or 184 K depending on the final configuration. As cluster size increases the effect that incorporating a monomer into a cluster has on the final temperature of the cluster should decrease because the total heat capacity of the cluster increases.
Aspects of nonisothermal homogeneous nucleation have been addressed previously by Kantrowitz, ' Feder et aL6 Salpeter,' Grinin and Kuni,' and Ford and Clement.g Kantrowitz' used a simple energy balance to evaluate the average steady state temperature of the clusters assuming that all of the clusters are at the same elevated temperature, i.e., Tg = T,, 1 = Tg+2 = --*. From this he was able to predict an adjustment to the isothermal nucleation rate for small temperature differences. The assumption that all of the clusters are at the same temperature and that this is the temperature of the critical cluster does not consider the behavior of smaller clusters where the effect of monomer addition is more important. Moreover, since critical clusters result from the growth of smaller clusters, hindered growth of subcritical clusters may affect the final concentration of stable clusters, slowing the nucleation process in a manner that is not apparent simply by focusing on clusters in the critical region. The analysis of nonisothermal effects in nucleation by Feder et al6 included the effect of fluctuations in the energy of the clusters on the steady state nucleation rate. The authors found only a small change in the nucleation rate with respect to the isothermal theory, largely because the critical cluster is both in thermal and chemical equilibrium with the surrounding vapor. Consequently, when calculating the nucleation rate based on an analysis in the region of the critical nucleus, the concentration of critical clusters is unperturbed from that predicted by isothermal theory and the reduction in nucleation rate results solely from the nonisothermal diffusion coefficient. Again, the analysis is limited to the behavior of clusters in the critical region.
erning the number and enthalpy evolution of the clusters as the supersaturation is suddenly increased from 1.0 to a constant higher value, both the transient and steady state behavior of the average cluster concentration and energy may be followed and compared with the isothermal results. The role of the mass accommodation coefficient as a factor in the energy transfer process, especially as the concentration of background gas decreases, is also investigated because it provides an alternate mechanism to change the relative rates of energy and mass transfer. The nature of energy transfer to the subcritical clusters is discussed in terms of a model for energy transfer between excited state and background gas molecules from unimolecular reaction theory which in turn demonstrates how the chemical nature of both the nucleating species and the background gas can play a role in the homogeneous nucleation process. In order to compare the results of these nucleation rate calculations to previously published isothermal computations l"*ll the vapor to liquid phase transition of water is stud&d.
II. CLUSTER MASS AND ENERGY BALANCES
In the present work we wish to develop a theory of nonisothermal homogeneous nucleation. An energy balance applied to each cluster size, analogous to the mass balance, provides the most straightforward method of incorporating the strong coupling that exists between the mass and energy flows due to the evaporation rate coefficient. Because Feder et aL6 showed that the effects of energy fluctuations within a cluster size class on the nucleation rate are rather small, these are ignored and only the average energy of all clusters of a given size is followed.
A model for the formation of a new phase from a supersaturated parent phase should address the mechanism of incorporation of individual molecules into the emerging clusters and the redistribution of energy that occurs by the , given phase transition. For the special case of the vapor to liquid phase transition the change in energy upon condensation, Ah,,, = hvapr -hEq"id, is always positive, but in other processes, such as crystallization, Ahp~asel.+phase2 can have either sign. Thus the incorporation or loss of a monomer from a cluster is always accompanied by a change in energy of the order of q = Ah,, -w, where w is the work required to increase the area of the interface. Collisions with inert, background gas molecules or monomers that are not accommodated provide an alternative means of adding or removing energy from the cluster and will on average reduce the temperature differences between the new phase and the background gas resulting from the addition or loss of condensing molecules. Because the rate at which monomers condense or evaporate from the cluster may be a strong function of the temperature of a cluster, it is natural to try and understand how the simultaneous transfer of mass and energy affects the transient and final steady state rates with which this phase transition occurs.
The objective of the current work is to demonstrate how the relative rates of mass and energy transfer combine to determine both the transient and steady state cluster concentrations, cluster temperature distributions, and mass and energy fluxes for both subcritical and stable clusters. By simultaneously solving the differential equations govImplicit in the formultion of the problem presented here is the assumption that all of the clusters of a given size are characterized by a mean temperature, Tr This assumption will capture the essential physics of the strong coupling between the mass and energy fluxes that results from the temperature dependent evaporation rate coefficient. We also assume that the temperature of the background gas and the condensing monomer are characterized by a fixed ambient temperature, Tm,,.
A. Cluster mass balance To develop the cluster mass balance we assume that clusters of size g have concentration fg and grow by the addition of monomer at a rate &Jg or shrink by the loss of a monomer at a rate ad@ where & and ag are the condensation and evaporation rate coefficients, respectively. The overall flux of clusters from g-1 to g is given by
(1) As in classical nucleation theory only growth by loss or addition of monomers is considered. The evolution of the g-mer cluster concentration, fP is therefore given by or by monomer evaporation from g+ 1-mers, (2) the rate at which energy leaves the class of g-mers by the growth or evaporation of g-mers, and (3) the rate at which energy is removed from the g-mers by collisions with the background gas or noncondensing monomers. In addition, when the system is in equilibrium at S= 1, the clusters should all be characterized by the same temperature Tg-1 = Tg= Tg+ 1 = Tm,,.
The kinetic gas expression is used for the impingement rate of monomer onto the cluster containing g molecules, & and is given by &=A ' g ( 2mdcTmb) v2 ' With the assumption of the liquid drop model for the cluster, the enthalpy of a single g-mer at its average temperature Tg is calculated as hg=h!j!+gcp( Tg-Tref>, (4) where nPg is the equilibrium cluster concentration of gmers, (T is the surface tension, and Al is the surface area per molecule [ = 4a( 3~,/47r)~'~], and p,,(T) is the equilibrium vapor pressure over a flat surface at T.
Equations (l)- (4) are those that Abraham" and Courtney" first solved numerically in order to gain a better understanding of the transient kinetics and time lags involved as an isothermal system relaxes to the steady state.
B. Cluster energy balance
To estimate the transient flow of energy through the system of clusters as well as at the final steady state an energy balance including the effects of condensation, evaporation, and heat transfer by impinging but noncondensing molecules has been derived by considering the relevant energy fluxes. The rate of change of the total enthalpy of the g-mers, hJp is governed by the following: ( 1) the rate at which energy enters the class of g-mers by the formation of new g-mers by condensation of a monomer onto g-1-mers h&4? Tg= %+a -
The equilibrium constraint at S= 1 and T = T, determines the amount of energy removed from the class of g-mers each time a g-mer evaporates. If qgml is the energy released per monomer incorporated into a growing cluster initially of size g-1, the rate at which energy enters the class of g-mers by this condensation process is simply given by fig-Ifg-I[hg-I( Tg-1) + qe-11. This expression and the equilibrium constraint at S= 1 and T = T, then determine the rate of energy removal from the class of g-mers when evaporation of monomers from the g-mers forms g-1-mers. At equilibrium the following energy balance must hold between adjacent cluster sizes to maintain all of the clusters at the average temperature of the system T,:
where A = -qgg-1 -hl ( T,). This balance simply states that at equilibrium the net energy flux between adjacent cluster sizes is zero and by inspection Eq. (7) implies that A = qg-l -hl(T,) where hl(T,) = h,(T,) -h,-l(T,) = 1 *C'( T, -Tref). Generalizing Eq. (7) to an arbitrary temperature Tg gives the rate at which energy is lost from the class of g-mers by evaporation as
Thus the overall transient energy balance on the class of g-mers becomes
where $ is the rate at which energy is removed from the class of g-mers by collisions with background gas or noncondensing monomers. Clearly this energy balance satisfies the condition that at S= 1, Tg-1 = Tg = Tg+ 1 = Tam,,.
A key quantity in the energy balance is qP the energy released per monomer incorporated into the growing clus-ter. In the liquid drop model this quantity is equal to the heat of condensation per molecule, h& = AH&,/NA, where AH,", is the heat of vaporization of the bulk liquid and NA is Avogadro's number, less the amount of work required to increase the surface of the cluster. The work term is given by the product of the surface tension and the incremental increase in area, odA,/dg, q,=h&-us=h;, &
The heat of vaporization per molecule is quite similar for a range of materials commonly studied in nucleation experiments and at 298 K, hgp for water is z 7.3 X lo-l3 erg/molecule ( ~20 kT), while the normal alcohols range from 6.2 x lo-l3 erg/molecule for methanol to 10.2 x lo-l3 erg/molecule for hexanol.12 A typical value for aAl/hGp for water is approximately 0.5 for T=273 to 323 K, decreasing only slightly as T increases, and thus for small g, qg is reduced significantly over the value of hg,.
Au alternate expression for the energy added per impinging molecule, qa is given by the empirical correlation developed by Freund and Bauer13 who considered the normalized condensation energy Per molecule (AE,/g)/AE", where AE, is the energy of the reaction Xg + gX. Using five sets of theoretical data and one set of experimental data a least squares fitting of the data to the functional form Al&/g = AR" ( 1 -ag-') gave By assuming AEg is approximately equal to AHg (for water at 298 K AE* r 0.95 X AH*) this gives qg=h;,( 1 -0.75g-".25).
(12)
The similarity of the two equations both in form and in the magnitude of the coefficients suggests that the choice of which equation is used in the energy balances will not aSect the general results, although for a given set of conditions the final nucleation rates will differ. We will use the correlation proposed by Freund and Bauer because it is based on a large number of calculations for small clusters for which the liquid drop model implicit in Eq. (10) is more ditlicult to justify.
A change in the temperature of a cluster from Tamb will necessarily alter the rate at which monomers leave the cluster. Applying Eq. (4) at two different temperatures gives the following correction to the isothermal evaporation rate in terms of the cluster temperature Tg+l and the ambient temperature T,, for small temperature differences or when u is not a strong function of T:
L?+1 1 (13) If (T is a strong function of temperature, Eq. ( 13) should be modified to read
In the simulations that follow, Eq. (14) was used to correct the evaporation rate for the difference in temperature between the clusters and the background gas.
C. Rate of energy transfer by nonaccommodating molecules, Qs
The energy removed from a cluster by molecules that impinge but are not incorporated into the growing cluster is given by Qr For clusters large enough to be treated as droplets, but still small compared to the mean free path of the gas, this term should reduce to the expression proposed by Kantrowitz from kinetic gas theory, X CT,--ad, where Pgas, c&%, and ohs, are the impingement rate, heat capacity per molecule, and thermal accommodation coefficient of the noncondensing gas molecules, pVap, chap, and (YhVap are the impingement rate, heat capacity per molecule, and thermal accommodation coefficient of the vapor molecules, and amvap is the mass accommodation coefficient of the condensing vapor. Here CL = c, + kT/2, where the additional energy kT/2 appears because the molecules found impinging onto the surface represent a subset of the gas molecules that have velocities directed only toward the cluster and thus averaging only over this subset gives a higher energy than averaging over a random set of molecules in the vapor phase.516
Despite its convenient form, there are some difficulties in the straightforward application of Eq. ( 15) to describe the energy transfer over the entire range of cluster sizes g. This equation assumes that the energy transfer between a gas molecule and a liquidlike cluster is independent of the relative sizes of the two species and is only of the order of cBT z lo-l6 X AT erg molecule-' per collision. This assumption may not be appropriate for small g, where the molecular clusters and the impinging molecules are not terribly different in size. In this case it is reasonable to expect energy transfer to be similar to that which is observed experimentally14'15 or predicted theoretically16S17 during unimolecular reactions. Here a single collision between a highly excited molecule and a background gas molecule can transfer an average energy on the order of (AE)=O.l-3Okcalmol-'(= 7 x 10-15-2 x 10-12erg/ molecule) per collision." The amount of energy transferred per collision depends mainly on the relative sizes (number of atoms in the molecule) of the excited molecule and background gas and on the absolute energy of the 
excited molecule, although the exact nature of the latter relationship is still rather controversial. '7 These estimates of energy transfer demonstrate that if small clusters of the nucleating vapor are considered analogous to polyatomic molecules, then energy transfer by collisions with the background gas may be much higher than predicted by Eq. ( 15) in its current form and, furthermore, the amount transferred should be a function of g. For clusters composed of strongly interacting fragments, such as ionic species, the assumption of a polyatomic molecule is a good one' and for water, or other highly hydrogen bonded molecular clusters, this assumption is probably still quite reasonable. Using the value for hzp for water from Table I , each condensing water molecule brings in about 7 X lo-l3 erg; thus if each collision with a background gas molecule is capable of removing up to lo-l3 to lo-l2 erg," temperature differences between the background gas and the smallest clusters should stay small at steady state even if the amount of background gas is reduced substantially below 1 atm. To determine the true energy transfer between energetic water clusters and a cool background gas, calculations analogous to those performed by Bruehl and Schatzt7 for energy transfer from an excited CS2 molecule to cool He gas molecules are required but such calculations are not presently available in the literature. 15  1  2  3  7  5  11  8  15  12  20  3  1  40  6  15  9  8  15  3.5  30  2 lated data of Troe. l6 In addition, the dashed line represents the energy transfer predicted by Eq. ( 15) per collision of a cluster with air when CL = 4 x lo-l6 and assuming AT = IK. To maintain the convenient functional form of Eq.
NIlI (AH Lm
( 15), that is Qg a ( Tg -Tmb), the functional form of (AE/kT) is used to define an effective energy transfer coefficient, 4(g) erg molecule-' K-', for the impinging molecules striking small clusters,
where C is an undetermined constant referred to as the energy transfer parameter. The lack of information regarding energy transfer to small clusters makes it impossible to independently assign a value to C at this time. The expression for Qg for small clusters then becomes Qg=A~gWs~&&) + ( 1 -amvap)Pvap~,W 1 X ( Tg-Tad,
To predict the rate of energy transfer for small clusters, we will use some general results derived by Troe16 for the probability, P(E',E), of an excited molecule with initial energy E' having a final energy E after collision with a background gas molecule. These calculations assume that the excited molecule and the background gas form a collision complex in which total momentum and angular momentum are conserved during the collision process and that the species do not have strong chemical interactions.
The values of P(E',E) depend on the number of atoms in the excited molecule, N,, and the number of atoms in the background gas molecule, N,, in the expected manner, i.e., as N, increases for fixed N, the average energy transferred per collision with a background molecule decreases. Similarly for fixed N,, the energy transfer per collision with a background molecule increases as N, increases. Table II gives the values of the average energy transferred per collision as a function of N, and N, assuming that (AE/kT) is close to the peak in each of the probability transition curves. Figure 1 illustrates the variation of (AE/kT) as a function of the number of triatomic molecules in the cluster g = NJ3 that has been extrapolated from the calcu- where #sas and hap are the energy transfer coefficients of the inert gas and nonaccommodated vapor, respectively. Inserting the appropriate expressions for #sas and $Vap gives the more explicit functional dependence of Qs on g for the small clusters, Qg=~&WgasCsasg-1.3 + ( 1 -~,,,Mv&vapg-1.31 x &+?m,).
Although from Fig. 1 it is clear that for sufficiently large g Eq. ( 18) should become independent of g to match the values of Eq. (15), these values of g are larger than the largest cluster size that will be considered in the simulations presented here. Therefore, Eq. ( 18) is the form of the energy transfer equation used in all of the simulations. In the modeling of experimental results for the nucleation of iron vapor, Freund and Bauer13 found it necessary to use an adjustable heat transfer coefficient 8 = h*(g + 1) -' to reproduce the observed time variation in the enthalpy of their system and commented that with the values of h* found to provide the best fit, energy transfers for the smallest cluster were consistent with observations from unimolecular reaction theory. The functional form chosen here is very similar to that of Freund and Bauer,13 g -11.3 vs (g + 1)-l, but by introducing the results from unimolecular reaction theory we have demonstrated the origin of this functional form and illustrated why it is appropriate. It is also clear that as numerical simulations become available that in essence combine the approaches of Bruehl and Schatz" and Plummer and Chen,4 a more realistic model of energy transfer between clusters and a noncondensing gas could be developed. This is certainly one avenue for incorporating the chemical nature of both the nucleating and inert species into the general formalism of nucleation theory.
III. NONISOTHERMAL NUCLEATION RATES
The strong coupling between the mass and energy equations should result in more complex behavior of the nucleating system than is observed under the assumption of isothermal nucleation, especially in the transient during the approach to steady state. To investigate this behavior Eqs. (1) and (9) are solved simultaneously for various levels of saturation and energy transfer rates. The model system investigated is the nucleation of liquid water vapor from the supersaturated vapor phase at 263.2 K, because the isothermal relaxation to steady state of this system has been studied previously '"'ll and physical properties of water are readily available.
Before solving the cluster concentration and energy equations simultaneously, the population equations were solved isothermally for various initial conditions and boundary values of gmi, and g,,. In both the isothermal and nonisothermal simulations the smallest cluster considered, gtin is assumed to be at its equilibrium concentration and at the ambient temperature at the start of the simulation and to remain at these values throughout the simulation. In addition, the monomer concentration is assumed to remain constant and the monomer is at the ambient temperature. Rather than applying the Szilard boundary condition, fsmax+ I = 0, where g,, is the largest cluster, an extrapolated value for fgmax+i is used, based on the values of fgmax and fgmax-1. This choice gives a slightly smoother transition for the right hand boundary condition and avoids some of the numerical stability problems associated with setting fmax+ 1 = 0.
Results identical to those of AbrahamlO were obtained for identical initial conditions and physical property values. From the results in Fig. 2 it is clear that during the approach to steady state, mass fluxes through the subcritical clusters can exceed the fmal steady state flux by many orders of magnitude. This overshoot may be understood in light of the following observations. As the saturation level, S, is suddenly increased from its initial value So to a higher value S1, the forward mass flux immediately increases by a factor of S,/So, while the backward mass flux remains a function of the evaporation rate, which depends only on the properties of the cluster and not the saturation level, and the cluster concentration. Furthermore since the concentration of subcritical clusters at steady state, fp is close to its equilibrium value, A$ the ratio of adjacent steady state cluster concentrations determined by So, fg/fg+l, is larger than the equivalent ratio at St because NpWg+t cc s-'. Finally, because clusters grow only by the addition of monomer, the number of clusters of size g+ 1 can only increase after the number of clusters of size g and fg will reach its new steady state value before fg+l. Thus there will be some time period for which f,/f,+, is larger than its final steady state ratio at Sr and yet fg = f,(S,) leading to the observed overshoot. As fg/fg+* relaxes to its steady state value, so does the net mass flux. It is interesting to examine whether similar transient behavior is exhibited by the average energy of the clusters before they achieve their final steady state, how large these transients are and how they can affect the approach to steady state and the final steady state nucleation rate.
As illustrated in Fig. 2 , setting the values of gti, =2,&m= 200 and4 equal to the equilibrium distribution at So = 1 from Abraham's values Of gmi, = 10, g,, = 100, and yg = 0 for g > gmin, did not affect the steady state values of cluster concentration, nucleation rate (steady state current), J, or time lag, r. Only the times at which the smaller cluster concentrations began to increase changed. This discrepancy occurs because Abraham assumed flo was at its equilibrium value throughout the simulation, while with gmi, = 2 our simulation requires a finite amount of time before f 1o is essentially at its equilibrium value. The equations were not solved withgti, = 1 because of the large increase in computing time incurred from that for gmi, = 2. Since the dimer concentration essentially reached its equilibrium value in the first timestep, < lo-" s, setting &in = 2 was justified. Evolving 150 clusters was adequate except in cases where g* was larger than about 90, in which case g,, = 200 was used. As expected, including a mass accommodation coefficient, a,,,r < 1, simply reduced the final nucleation rate J to J = amvap Jo and increased the time required to reach steady state, r, to r = rc/amvap.
The correct value of amvap for water is still a matter of controversy.1g Based on the limited set of simulations with clusters containing both 5 and 20 molecules, Plununer and Chen4 found that collision between a monomer and the cluster always resulted in the absorption of the monomer by the cluster. No scattering or evaporation events were observed and thus, at least for the temperature range investigated, 993 K, these simulations suggest that for water an accommodation coefficient close to one is a reasonable assumption. However, the authors also note that at higher initial temperatures the increase in temperature due to incorporation of the monomer may lead to metastable structures and subsequent evaporation of a monomer. If this absorption-evaporation sequence occurs rapidly enough the net effect would be the same as an accommodation coefficient less than one that depends on the initial temperature of the cluster.
If the mass accommodation coefficient for the condensing vapor is assumed to be 1, the sole mechanism available for efficient cooling of clusters is collision with the inert background gas. Because the value of the energy transfer parameter C is not readily available and only appears in combination with the gas collision rate ps,, the combination of &,,C will be varied as a single adjustable parameter in these simulations. Figure 3 illustrates the effects of varying the parameter fl= CP,, from 0= Q=4X 10-l' erg cm -J s-l K-' to C*=O.O erg cm-2s-1 K-l, with the results of the isothermal nucleation calculations included for comparison. The effect of decreasing C* becomes significant for C* z O.OOlC$, but even for C*=O.O, i.e., no background gas, the nucleation rate is decreased only by about 3 orders of magnitude. Varying the value of 0 can be interpreted physically as varying the pressure of back- ground gas available while maintaining the same saturation level of the nucleating species. Alternatively, if the amount of background gas is fixed, a decrease in C* corresponds to a decrease in the efficiency of energy transfer from the clusters to the background gas when, for example, a monatomic gas has been substituted for a larger molecule. Figure 4 illustrates the temperature distribution of the clusters as a function of time for a value of C* = 4 x 10-r' erg cmW2 s-r KM1 and for a sudden increase in S from 1 to 4.91. Clearly there is an energy transient that moves through the clusters as the new steady state cluster distribution is reached. The final temperature distribution, shown on an expanded scale in Fig. 5 , is, however, very close to the ambient temperature T&, = 263.2 K, with significant deviations only near and above the critical cluster size. The significantly higher temperatures predicted for final clusters should be ignored as this is simply an effect of the proximity to the boundary. If clusters of size g,,, i are underestimated slightly, the number of clusters of size g max that are formed by evaporation events is too low compared to those formed by condensation events and the average temperature is too high. Increasing the number of clusters that are evolved, as indicated by the solid line in Fig. 5 , clearly demonstrates that this sharp jump is not a physical phenomenon. The critical nucleus, g* for these conditions is determined by searching for that value of g at which flgB1/ag changes from less than 1 to greater than 1. This corresponds to g*=74, compared to g*=71 under isothermal conditions and the increase in g* is accompanied by a corresponding increase in the time required to reach steady state.
As expected, particles growing past the critical point increase in temperature. This agrees with the observations of Feder et al6 'However, in side of the critical cluster are on average warmer than the ambient temperature.
Looking at the time evolution of the temperature in particular cluster classes, Fig. 6 , for the same conditions as in Figs. 4 and 5 and comparing these to the mass fluxes for the same clusters illustrated in Fig. 2 , demonstrates that the peak in the temperature of a cluster class corresponds to the initial rapid increase in the concentration of that cluster class. (Although Fig. 2 is strictly the result of an isothermal calculation, the high value of C* ensured that the cluster flux evolution in this case is very close to those in Fig. 2 .) Physically this simply corresponds to the fact that suddenly far more clusters of that size are the result of condensation than evaporation and that the large mass flux is overwhelming the ability of the background gas to remove energy. It is interesting to observe the rather large transients in temperature that are predicted during the approach to steady state even when the value of C* is high enough to predict minimal impact on the final nucleation rate. The results in Figs. 2 to 6 present the following physical-picture of nonisothermal nucleation. When 4s is positive, the nonisothermal nucleation rate is lower than the isothermal rate because the average temperature of the clusters in the critical region is higher than the ambient temperature, and thus the evaporation rate is higher than in isothermal nucleation. As a consequence of the higher evaporation rates the size of the critical cluster, g*, increases and hence the time required to reach steady state increases. This increase in time to reach steady state associated with an increase in g* is analogous to that observed in isothermal nucleation as S decreases.
When the value of the mass accommodation coefficient, amvap, is varied in these calculations, competing effects are brought into play. As in isothermal nucleation, reducing amvap reduces the nucleation rate. However, in nonisothermal nucleation a lower value of amvap results in additional time available for energy transfer between incorporation of the condensing species. The impinging but noncondensing molecules also provide additional energy transfer and overall the deviation from isothermal nucleation rates should decrease as amVap decreases. Depending on the relative energy transfer efficiencies, noncondensing vapor molecules may contribute proportionally more or less to the cooling than relative impingement rates would predict. For simplicity, in these simulations we have set &=(g) = &,(g) and thus cooling rates due to the two species will be proportional to their relative impingement rates.
A set of simulations similar to those summarized in Fig. 3 were conducted using a mass accommodation coefficient, amvap = 0.5. In order to compare the two sets of results, the normalized nucleation rates, J/Jo, where Jo is the isothermal nucleation rate, are presented in Fig. 7 as a function of the saturation level for amVaP = 1.0 (squares) ad amvap = 0.5 (crosses). In the discussion that follows the separate curves are interpreted as simulations corresponding physically to levels of background gas varying from p. to 0.0 with a constant value of the energy transfer parameter Csas = Cvap = C. The effect of the mass accommodation coefficient is apparent when comparing the curves for amvap = 0.5 and 1.0 at the highest background gas pressurep,. As expected the deviation from the isothermal case is less for amVap = 0.5 than for amvap = 1.0 and this difference is best understood by realizing that normalizing Eqs. ( 1) and (9) by dividing by a,,,* results in an overall energy transfer coeffici&nt proportional to =* =&&g~-1~3+ ( 1 -amvap) Thus at high levels of background gas where the contribution to cooling from nonaccommodated molecules is insignificant we would expect the same degree of deviation from isothermal nucleation for amVap = 0.5 andp = 0.5~~ as for chap = 1.0 and a background pressure of p = p. as these sets of conditions correspond to the same value of C*. Figure 7 demonstrates that this is indeed the case. With the background gas removed the effect of cooling by the nonaccommodating vapor molecules becomes important and the departure from the nonisothermal results is less severe for the case of amvap = 0.5 simply because here the nonaccommodated molecules are providing the only means of energy transfer. Simulations were done which considered the possibility of radiative cooling of the particles, but for water at these temperatures this had no effect. The effect of nonisothermal conditions on the steady state distribution of clusters is also interesting. Figure 8 compares the isothermal and nonisothermal cluster distributions for simulations in which amvap = 0.5 and the background gas pressurepo = 0.0. The increase in the size of the critical nucleus for the nonisothermal case realtive to the isothermal calculation is clearly illustrated. Although for a given value of g the concentration of clusters is greater in the nonisothermal than in the isothermal case, the critical cluster concentration fP is lower under nonisothermal conditions and J/Jo = f&fp,@ The sharp drop in the cluster concentrations for the nonisothermal calculation at the largest clusters is again a consequence of the proximity to the boundary and reflects the extremely rapid increase in temperature observed in this region in Fig. 5 .
Although the calculations presented here involve water as the model system, there is nothing in the general analysis that prevents this approach from being applied to other species. The key issues remain the uncertainty in using a single temperature and evaporation coefficient to characterize the behavior of a single cluster class and the need for a better understanding of energy transfer processes to small clusters. The two parameters that determine the importance of nonisothermal effects in gas-phase nucleation are the latent heat of vaporization and the rate of J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 97, No. 4, 15 August 1992 energy transfer for small clusters. The former is reasonably well characterized and does not vary greatly for the species that are of common interest; the latter represents a poorly understood phenomenon that warrants further investigation.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The phase transition as a monomer condenses onto or evaporates from a cluster is necessarily accompanied by a change in energy. In this paper cluster mass and energy balances are solved simultaneously to determine the effect including such an energy balance has on both the final nucleation rate and the approach to steady state. The energy balance assumes that the Cnal temperature of the clusters in a given class is determined by a balance between the energy due to cluster growth and evaporation and energy transfer by collision with inert background gas molecules. The collisional energy transfer is described using a model based on energy transfer in unimolecular reaction theory.
The steady state nonisothermal nucleation rate is found to be a strong function of the degree of cooling; in all cases including an energy balance led to an increased average temperature of the clusters and a decreased final nucleation rate. During the approach to steady state, temperature transients much larger than the final steady state temperature deviation were observed and were associated with the onset of significant mass flux through a cluster class. The increased cluster temperatures and associated higher evaporation rates also led to an increase in g* and hence an increase in the time required to establish steady state nucleation. The effect of a mass accommodation coefficient less than 1.0 reduces the deviation of the final nucleation rate from the isothermal rate both by providing extra time for temperature equilibration to occur by collision with background molecules between incorporation of vapor molecules and by providing additional energy transfer by molecules that impinge but are not incorporated. The latter effect is important for low background gas pressures. This work also shows how the nature of the background gas can play a specific role in the nucleation process by changing the rate at which energy is transferred from the growing cluster.
